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WHAT ARE FACET 
JOINTS?
The Spine is made up of 
24 bones called vertebrae. 
The facet joints connect 
the vertebrae and assist 
in the movement of the spine. Facet joints are found on 
both sides of the spine and are approximately the size of a 
thumbnail. Facet joints are named according to the vertebrae 
they connect. The right L4-L5 facet joint, for example, joins 
the 4th and 5th lumbar vertebrae on the right side. Medial 
nerve branches are found near facet joints. These nerve 
branches transmit pain messages associated to the facet 
joint, to the brain. Each facet joint has two or three medial 
nerve branches that communicate pain.

WHAT IS FACET 
JOINT PAIN?
Facet joint pain is felt when 
the joint is injured and 
inflamed. At times, the pain 
may feel like simple muscle 
tension, and at other times 
the pain may become quite 
severe.

HOW DO I KNOW IF I HAVE FACET PAIN?
If you have pain in the neck, upper and or lower back that 
persists for longer than two months, you may have facet 
joint pain. Your doctor will perform a physical assessment 
and may use common tests such as X-rays or MRI scans 
to diagnose facet joint pain. In some cases, your doctor 
may perform a Facet Block, which blocks pain signals from 
being transmitted by the medial nerve branch.

WHAT IS RF THERAPY?
RF Therapy uses radiofrequency 
energy to disrupt nerve function. 
When applied to the medial 
nerve branch, the nerve can no 
longer transmit pain from the 
injured facet joint. 

WHAT HAPPENS DURING RF THERAPY?
With the aid of X-ray imaging, the doctor will insert a thin 
needle near the facet joint. Once the needle is correctly 
positioned, the doctor may stimulate the nerve which may 
cause muscle twitching and pain.  

Radiofrequency energy is 
then transmitted through 
the needle to the associated 
medial nerve branch, in 
order to disrupt the nerve 
function. This process is often 
performed at more than one 
level of the spine to ensure 
that your pain is significantly 
reduced or alleviated.  

WHAT HAPPENS 
AFTER RF THERAPY?
You will be monitored after 
the  procedure. When your 
doctor is satisfied with your progress, the hospital will give 
you discharge instructions. Avoid excessive movement for 
several hours. You may feel pain for two to three weeks 
after the procedure, this is normal. 

HOW LONG CAN I EXPECT PAIN RELIEF?
Nerves regenerate after an RF 
Therapy procedure, however, 
the rate at which the nerves 
regenerate varies from patient 
to patient. Your pain may or may 
not return. If it does, another 
RF Therapy procedure can be 
performed. 

HOW DO I KNOW IF I HAVE FACET PAIN?

If you have pain in one or mor mor re of thef thef se areas, and it
has lasted longer tr tr han two months, you may have
facetfacetf pain.
   Common tests such as x-rays or MRIs may not
show if a f a f facetfacetf joint is caus caus ca ing pain.
The best wt wt ay to diagnose facetfacetf
pain is to block the paink the paink  signal in
a medial branch nerverver .

WHAT IS AN RFA?

An RFAFAF  uA uA ses
radiofrequequeq ency energy
to disrupt srupt sr nerverver  fu fu f nction.
When this is done to a medial
branch nerve, the rve, the r nerve can rve can r no
longer transmit pain from an injured facet jointfacet jointf .

WHAT 
HAPPENS  
DURING  
AN RFA?

An RFAFAF  maA maA y
start with an IV
(medicine given
intravenously) to
help you relax. A
local anesthetic
may be used to
numb your skin.
  The doctor
will then insert a
thin needle near
the facet jointfacet jointf .
Fluoroscopy,y,y a
type of xf xf -ray,y,y
will be used
to position
the needle.

WHAT ARE FACET JOINTS?

Facet joints
connect the
vertebrae, the
bones of thef thef
spine, in neck,
upper back andr back andr
lower back.r back.r
They help guide your spine when you move.  Facet
joints are fofof und on both sides of theof theof  spine. Each
is about the size of a thumbnail. Facet joints are
named fofof r ther ther vertebrae they connect and the side
of the f the f spine where they are founfounf d. The right L4-5
facet joint, facet joint, f for example, joins the 4th and 5th lumbar
vertebrae on the right side.

Medial branch nerverver s are fou fou f nd near facet jointfacet jointf s.
They communicate pain from the facet facet f joint. They
tell the brain when facet jfacet jf oints have been injunjun red.
Each facetfacetf joint has two or three medial branch
nerverver s that communicate pain.

WHAT IS FACET JOINT PAIN?

YoYoY u may feel feel f pain if a f a f facet jfacet jf oint is injured.
Sometimes it feelfeelf s like simple muscle tension. Other
times it can be severe pain.

The cartilage inside the joint may be injunjun red.
Other timer timer s
only connecting
ligaments
surrounding the
joint are injured.
  Facet pain also
depends on which
joint is afffff ectedfectedf .
The diagrams
show areas of pain
usually associated
with facet ifacet if njnjn uries.

The doctor will then
check to make sure it
is at the correct nerverver
by stimulating it. This
may cause muscle
twitching and pd pd rovoke
some of youf youf r painr painr .

Once the needle
is properly placed, the area will be numbed.
Radiofrequency energy will then be used to disruptsruptsr
the medial branch nerve. rve. r This is often peften pef rformed atrformed atrfor
more than one level of the f the f spine. 

WHAT HAPPENS AFTER AN RFA?

YouYouY  wou wou ill be monitored afteftef r the Rr the Rr FAFAF . When you are
ready to leave, the clinic will give you discharge
instructionructionr s. You may alYou may alY so be given a pain diaryryr . It is
important to fill this out because it helps your doctor doctor r
know how the RFAFAF  iA iA s working. rking. r Take it eaTake it eaT sy fofof r ther ther
rest of the daf the daf y.

You mayYou mayY  feel  feel  f sore fofof r one to foufouf r dayr dayr s. This is
normalrmalr . It may be due to muscle and nerve irve ir rritation. 
YouYouY r back may r back may r feel numb,feel numb,f  weak, or itcr itcr hy fofof r a coupler a coupler
weeks. Full pain relief nof nof rmallyrmallyr comes in two to
three weeks.

HOW LONG CAN I EXPECT PAIN RELIEF?

Nerverver s regenerate afteftef r an RFA,FA,F  but how long this
takes varies. YouYouY r pain may r pain may r or mayor mayor not returneturnet when
the nerverver s regenerate. If it If it If does, another Rr Rr FAFAF can
be done.
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